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3300 W 54 V bi-directional phase-shift fullDelay/length/phase converter. Parallel plate capacitance calculator. Synthesizing lumped-element Chebyshev filters (N=3, N=4 and N=5), Calculating RF sheet resistance for up to three metal layers, Calculating N-section impedance transformers,
Series RLC Circuit Impedance Calculator • Electrical, RF ...
Resonant transformers are also used in electronic ballasts for gas discharge lamps, and high voltage power supplies. They are also used in some types of switching power supplies . [6] Here the short-circuit inductance value is an important parameter that determines the resonance frequency of the resonant transformer.
Resonant Filters | Filters | Electronics Textbook
When the L and C are placed in parallel or series, they have a resonant frequency. This resonant frequency is represented by the following equation: f = 1 / (2π √ L C) Where: f is the resonant frequency in hertz (Hz), L is the inductance in henries (H), C is the capacitance in farads (F), π is the constant (3.141592654…)
An introduction to LLC resonant half-bridge converter
Parallel Resonant Band-stop Filter. Parallel resonant band-stop filter. The parallel LC components present a high impedance at resonant frequency, thereby blocking the signal from the load at that frequency. Conversely, it passes signals to the load at any other frequencies. parallel resonant bandstop filter v1 1 0 ac 1 sin l1 1 2 100m c1 1 2 ...
Transformer - Wikipedia
The Series Resonant Half Bridge converter. Notice the difference with the half-bridge shown in Figure 13: the load is mostly inductive and two capacitors have been added in parallel with the IGBTs. A square wave voltage (pink trace) is applied to a resonant circuit formed by the coil and by one resonating capacitor (C1+C2).
Survey of Resonant Converter Topologies
RLC resonant frequency calculator is used to calculate the resonant frequency of series/parallel circuits. It also calculates series and parallel damping factor. List of Contents1 RLC Resonant frequency Formula1.1 Series Resonant Frequency1.2 Parallel Resonant Frequency2 Damping factor2.1 Practical Applications2.1.1 Desing of Filter Circuits2.1.2 Tuning of analog radio set2.2
Example Numerical ...
Resonant Circuits and Soft Switching
We are experiencing higher than normal volume and are therefore unable to service your request at this time. Try one of the following:
Designing an LLC Resonant Half-Bridge Power Converter Article
a resonant converter. Second, the transient response of resonant converters is addressed with two different resonant converter control strategies: variable frequency control (VFC) and hybrid hysteresis control (HHC). The key component parasitics and their effects on a resonant converter operation are also discussed in Section VI. With
Topology Fundamentals - Electronics 101
Converter Power Supplies Nov 12, 2001 ... inductance LLS and the capacitance CD of the rectifier determine this resonant frequency. The ringing may generate significant radiated and conducted noise. There is typically very little loss in the resonant ... The parallel RC circuit may be returned to ground or to a voltage other than ground (i.e ...
Microwaves101 | Calculators
On the other hand, to compensate the unbalanced load currents, the three nodes of the parallel converter (PC) will be matched as positive and negative impedances at the same time, which means that the PC operates in both rectifier and inverter state to absorb and transmit the energy. ... This paper presents a cascaded full-bridge resonant ...
RLC Resonant Frequency Calculator [Series/Parallel ...
Resonant converter: processes power in a sinusoidal manner and the switching devices are softly commutated 9Voltage across the switch drops to zero before switch turns on (ZVS) • Remove overlap area between V and I when turning on • Capacitive loss is eliminated Series resonant converter / Parallel resonant converter
Find Datasheets, Electronic Parts, Components – Datasheets.com
The converter’s nominal output is telecom-level voltage class (54.5 V) or that of a 48 V battery charger working range (60 V to 40 V). The stage is operated at a nominal input voltage of 400 V, whereas it can regulate down to 360 V at full load (54.5 V nominal output voltage), providing room for hold-up time whenever the design is part
The Parallel Resonant Converter
It is called parallel resonant converter because in this case the load is in parallel with the resonant capacitor. More accurately, this converter should be called series resonant converter with parallel load. Since transformer primary side is a capacitor, an inductor is added on the secondary side to math the impedance. Figure 4.4 Half bridge ...
Ch4. LLC Resonant Converter
are the series resonant converter (SRC), shown in Fig. 1a, and the parallel resonant converter (PRC), shown in Fig. 1b. Both of these converters regulate their output voltage by changing the frequency of the driving voltage such that the impedance of the resonant circuit changes. The input voltage is split between this impedance and the load.
Resonant Frequency Calculator | LC Calculator - Good ...
The following formulas are used for the calculation: φ 90° if 1/2πfC < 2πfL and R = 0. φ = –90° if 1/2πfC > 2πfL and R = 0. φ = 0° if 1/2πfC = 2πfL and R = 0. where . Z LC is the LC circuit impedance in ohms (Ω),. ω = 2πf is the angular frequency in rad/s,. f is the frequency in hertz (Hz), . R is the resistance in ohms (Ω),. L is the inductance in henries (H),. C is the ...
Transformer types - Wikipedia
A transformer is a passive component that transfers electrical energy from one electrical circuit to another circuit, or multiple circuits.A varying current in any one coil of the transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. . Electrical energy can be
transferred between ...
Synchronous Buck Converter Switching | Physics Forums
source input. Two of them generate the well-known series resonant converter and parallel resonant converter considered in [2] and thoroughly treated in literature. With three reactive elements the number of different tank circuit configurations is thirty-six, but only fifteen can be used in practice with a voltage source input. One of these ...
Snubber Circuits Suppress Voltage Transient Spikes in ...
Datasheets.com is the easiest search engine to find datasheets of electronic parts. Search millions of components across thousands of manufacturers.
Design Considerations for an LLC Resonant Converter
parallel resonant circuits have effectively infinite impedance whereas series resonant circuits exhibit zero impedance. The energy loss of a resonant circuit is represented by a parameter called a quality factor ( Q fa ctor).
TC Unit Converter Servers are Busy - TranslatorsCafe.com
The anti-parallel diode is used in a lot converters with "soft commutation" though. That's largely because the schottky diode is often a better diode than the FET's body diode. Some type of diode is needed, body or anti-parallel, to implement deadtime which ensures both switches aren't on at the same time during commutation.
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